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Abstract

The inherent uncertainty of the software development process presents particular challenges for software

effort prediction. We need to systematically address missing data values, outlier detection, feature subset

selection and the continuous evolution of predictions as the project unfolds, and all of this in the context

of data-starvation and noisy data. However, in this paper, we particularly focus on outlier detection,

feature subset selection, and effort prediction at an early stage of a project. We propose a novel approach

of using Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) from Grey System Theory (GST), which is a recently developed

system engineering theory based on the uncertainty of small samples. In this work we address some

of the theoretical challenges in applying GRA to outlier detection, feature subset selection, and effort

prediction, and then evaluate our approach on five publicly available industrial data sets using both

stepwise regression and Analogy as benchmarks. The results are very encouraging in the sense of being

comparable or better than other machine learning techniques and thus indicate that the method has

considerable potential.

Keywords: software project estimation, effort prediction, feature subset selection, outlier detection,

Grey Relational Analysis.

1 Introduction

Software development, or our understanding of it, is a gradual and evolving process; we know less at the

beginning than at the completion of a project. As the software development proceeds, we gather and analyze

incomplete information and try to predict the remaining development process. But each prediction is unlikely

to be unique, it is modified or changed as more information becomes available. This means that effort

prediction methods must also be suitable for dealing with uncertainty and for ongoing effort estimation.

At the same time, in this process, the relationship between project effort and the subset of features
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that affect the effort is unclear or the relational information is incomplete1. On the other hand, software

project data sets are usually small. It can be difficult to select feature subsets and predict project effort with

traditional statistical methods or machine learning methods. These methods usually require a large complete

sample or data that follow a certain statistical distribution.

Unfortunately, current effort prediction methods do not properly take into account these critical charac-

teristics of the software development process and the project data sets. Although there is a great deal of

research activity on this topic, a wide range of prediction techniques being proposed, and increasing numbers

of empirical studies published, no one technique is consistently effective. The software industry does not have

a good track record for accurate cost estimation with typically 75% of projects reporting overruns2. Software

project effort prediction is a form of systems engineering that demands systematic solutions. Specifically, we

should systematically address effort prediction in the context of small, incomplete, and noisy data sets. This

includes outlier detection, missing data imputation, feature subset selection, and continuous effort prediction.

Grey System Theory (GST), a recently developed system engineering theory based on the uncertainty of

small samples, was first developed by Deng in 1982 [11]. The system was named by using grey as the color

which indicates the amount of known information in control theory. For instance, if the internal structures

and features of a system are completely unknown, the system is usually denoted as a ‘black box’. In contrast,

‘white’ means that the internal features of a system are fully explored. Between white and black, there exist

grey systems indicating that some of the information is clear, whilst other aspects are still unknown.

One distinct advantage of GST is that it allows us to utilize only a few known data to estimate the behavior

of an uncertain system. In the context of data-starvation, GST is known to be effective and has been widely

and successfully applied to address the real world problems in image processing [23], mobile communication

[47], machine vision inspection [21], decision making [32], stock price prediction [50], and system control [17].

These successful applications inspire us to explore the GST-based approach to systematically address project

effort prediction questions.

Grey Relational Analysis(GRA) is a method of GST. It is a distinct similarity measurement that is

different from traditionally distance measure [31]. Further, some studies [45, 15, 16, 18] have shown that the

GRA method performs acceptably in predicting software development effort. However, we found that these

studies lay emphases on the different aspects of software project effort prediction and none of them consider

noisy data problem.

Unfortunately, Almost all the real world software project data sets contain outliers which are the data

objects that do not comply with the general behavior or model of the data. Specifically, in the context

of software project effort prediction, an outlier is a project which with the comparable feature values but

incomparable effort with those of other projects. The outliers can be problematic for accurate prediction or

pattern identification. Thus, we firstly address this problem in the context of software effort prediction.

On the other hand, the features are designated to characterize a set of software projects, some of them can

1Not all features (variables) that are available are useful and some may not only be redundant, they may also positively

hinder the prediction task. Removing such features is known as feature subset selection. For more details see Kohavi and John

[29]
2See for example Moløkken and Jørgensen [36].
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be used to estimate software project effort. Feature subset selection, which is the process of identifying and

removing as many irrelevant and redundant features as possible from an original feature set for the purpose

of providing better prediction accuracy, can help us obtain useful features from software project data. It

has been widely used to obtain predictive features without creating new features based on transformations

or combinations of the original feature set. However, most of the feature subset selection methods are for

classification tasks and tend to give poor results when the sample size is small [19]. At the same time, soft-

ware project effort is a continuous valued feature that makes classification methods generally inappropriate.

Therefore, we also seek to improve upon traditional feature subset selection methods.

In this paper, we intend to systematically address the data quality, feature subset selection and weighted

determinations for both features and efforts problems for the purpose of software effort prediction with

between-project data sets 3 at an early stage of a development process.

Our experiments, using five publicly available real-world data sets, explore the advantages of our GRACE+

method, which is an enhancement of GRACE [45], might offer relative to existing methods.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present related work on software

effort prediction. This is followed by the introduction of the Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) method. After

that, we describe the proposed GRA based effort prediction method GRACE+. The experiments and results

follow with a concluding discussion and suggestions for further work.

2 Related Work

Machine learning methods have been used to predict software effort since the 1990s with advantages that they

are nonparametric and adaptable, and many of them make no or minimal assumptions about the form of the

function under study [46]. Of course, there are also problems, not least that they are difficult to configure to

new situations and there is little theory so that their application often becomes a matter of trial and error.

The most commonly used methods include case based reasoning (CBR), regression and decision trees, and

artificial neural networks (ANN).

Mukhopadhyay et al. [37] presented early work using CBR. They used Kemerer’s data set [26] and found

that their analogy-based model Estor outperformed COCOMO [2]. Shepperd and Schofield [42] compared

an analogy based method with stepwise regression (SWR) on nine different industrial data sets and report

that in all cases analogy equaled or outperformed SWR. Finnie and Wittig [14] compared CBR with different

regression models using function points (FPs) and ANNs. They report that CBR outperformed regression

models based on function points. On the other hand, Briand et al. [7] and Jørgensen et al. [22] obtained

conflicting results where the regression model generated significantly better results than a CBR approach.

Finnie and Wittig [14] also found ANN outperformed CBR.

Using regression and decision trees is another method of software effort prediction. Briand et al. [6]

compared the optimized set reduction (OSR) strategy with COCOMO and SWR. They used the COCOMO81

data set [3] as a training set and the Kemerer data set as a test set. OSR outperformed COCOMO and

3The data objects of a between-project data set come from different projects
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SWR. Srinivasan and Fisher [46] illustrated the use of CARTX to predict software effort. They also used

the COCOMO81 data set for training and the Kemerer data set for testing. They report that CARTX

outperformed COCOMO and SLIM [39].

Wittig and Finnie [52] report the use of back propagation (BP) neural networks to predict software effort.

Although the results are encouraging, unfortunately though the data sets were large only a small number of

projects were used for testing. Srinivasan and Fisher [46] found BP neural networks outperformed regression

trees. Samson et al. [41] compared an ANN method with linear regression using the COCOMO81 data set.

Although the ANN method outperformed the linear regression method, both methods performed badly.

For a more detailed review see Briand and Wieczorek [8]. Nonetheless, even this brief introduction to

machine learning methods for software effort prediction reveals that the results are quite mixed. Apart

from using different data sets and different experimental methods, these methods tend to borrow from

other disciplines where large data sets are the norm or data that follow a certain statistical distribution are

necessitated.

Recently, GRA was used to predict software effort. Song et al. [45] firstly introduced a GRA method

called GRACE to predict software development effort. Hsu et al. [15, 16] proposed an improved GRA model

to enhance predicted results. Huang et al. [18] integrated a genetic algorithm (GA) to the GRA. The GA

method is adopted to find the best fit of weights for each software effort driver in the similarity measures.

Wang et al. [49] employed Grey model to predict software stage-effort. However, outliers detection, feature

subset subsection, and weighted determinations for both features and efforts were not completely considered.

Our GRACE+ method, which based on GRACE [45], aimed to systematically address these issues, it is quite

different from these methods.

3 Grey Relational Analysis

Many statistical correlation analyses can provide not only correlation coefficients among factors but also the

relevant significance level. In most cases, data distribution is assumed as linear, exponential or logarithmic,

and errors are normally distributed with zero means. Moreover, sufficient data are required to determine its

distribution type and to ensure statistical significance. However, it may difficult to get adequate information in

many situations such as those relating to the software effort prediction issues. Under such conditions, precise

analytical results may not be available. Grey relational analysis (GRA) provides an alternative approach to

identify the correlations among factors, or to build prediction models in the context of data-starvation.

GRA works in the grey relational space, which was proposed by Deng [11] based on the combined concepts

of system theory, space theory and control theory. It can be used to capture the correlations between

the reference factor and other compared factors of a system [12]. One of the features of GRA is that

both qualitative and quantitative relationships can be identified among complex factors with insufficient

information (relative to conventional statistical methods). Under such a condition, the results generated by

conventional statistical techniques may not be acceptable without sufficient data to achieve desired confidence

levels. In contrast, GRA can be used to identify major correlations among factors of a system with a relatively
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small amount of data. Thus, one of the major advantages of GRA is that it can generate satisfactory outcomes

using a relatively small amount of data or with great variability in factors since it can increase the data

regularity with proper data treatment [30].

GRA, whose mathematics is derived from space theory [12], is used to quantify the influence of a compared

series on the reference series. The degree of influence, which is referred to as the grey relational grade, can be

represented by the relative distance between them in an imaging grey space without making prior assumption

about the distribution type. The smaller the distance, the larger the influence.

Generally, the procedure of GRA consists of the following two steps.

Step 1: The generation of grey relation. In this step, GRA removes anomalies associated with different

measurement units and scales by the normalization of raw data which usually is called the generation of grey

relation.

Step 2: The calculation of grey relational grade. GRA uses the grey relational coefficient to describe the

trend relationship between an objective series and a reference series at a given (time) point in a system.

Let X = {xσ|σ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n} be a given grey relational factor set, suppose xi = {xi(1), xi(2), . . . , xi(m)}

is a data series, where xi(k) ∈ X is the value of xi (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n ∈ N}) at (time) point k(1 ≤ k ≤ m ∈ N).

Suppose x0 is the reference series and x1, x2, . . . , xn are the objective series, the grey relational coefficient

γ(x0(k), xi(k)) between the reference series x0 and the objective series xi(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) at (time) point

k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} was defined by Deng as follows:

γ(x0(k), xi(k)) =
∆min + ζ∆max

∆0,i(k) + ζ∆max
, (1)

where

1.

∆0,i(k) =


|x0(k)− xi(k)| if x0(k) and xi(k) are numericals

1 if x0(k) and xi(k) are categoricals and x0(k) 6= xi(k);

0 if x0(k) and xi(k) are categoricals and x0(k) = xi(k)

2. ∆min = minjmink∆0,j(k) is the smallest value of ∆0,j(k), ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ∧ ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m};

3. ∆max = maxjmaxk∆0,j(k) is the largest value of ∆0,j(k), ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ∧ ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m};

4. ζ ∈ (0, 1] is a distinguishing coefficient used to adjust the range of the comparison environment, and to

control the level of differences of the relational coefficients. When ζ = 1, the comparison environment

is unaltered; when ζ = 0, the comparison environment disappears. In cases where data variation is

large, ζ usually changes from 0.1 to 0.5 for reducing the influence of extremely large ∆max. Although

the ζ value will change the absolute value of γ(x0(k), xi(k)) but will not change the ranking order of

γ(x0(k), xi(k)) among the n series.

As there are too many relational coefficients to be compared directly, further data reduction makes use of

average-value processing to convert each series’ grey relational coefficients at all (time) points into its mean.

The mean is also referred to as the grey relational grade.
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The grey relational grade Γ(x0, xi) between an objective series xi(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) and the reference

series x0 was defined by Deng as follows:

Γ(x0, xi) =
1

m

m∑
k=1

γ(x0(k), xi(k)). (2)

However, in practice the influence of each factor on a system is not exactly the same, for example, Eqn.

2 can be modified as follows:

Γ(x0, xi) =

m∑
k=1

βkγ(x0(k), xi(k)), (3)

where βk is the normalized weight for factor k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, and
∑m
k=1 βk = 1. It can be set to any value

that reflects the relative importance of all the series xi(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) to series x0 at (time) point k.

It should be noted that:

1. The aim of GRA is to recognize the geometric relationship between two sets of (time) series data in

relational space. If the data of the two series at all respective (time) points are the same, then the

relational coefficients all equal one, as does the relational grade. On the other hand, since it is impossible

for any two transformed series to be perpendicular to one another, the grey relational coefficients are

greater than zero, as is the relational grade.

2. The grey relational grade between two factors is non-unique. Generally speaking, one of the main

purposes of relation analysis is to find the importance order of factors, so the rankings of relational

grades are more significant [51]. Yet, the relational order may change slightly with different ζ and

different original reference points. If the ranking of the relational grade of a factor remains unchanged

for any condition, we call it a factor with ‘white’ relational grade, and the relevant results are more

reliable. Presently, there is no criterion having been set in most grey relation analyses regarding

sensitivity of ζ values to justify significance of relational grade. In this study, we learn the value of ζ

from the given data sets, please see subsection 4.3 for details.

4 GRA Based Software Effort Prediction Method

Software project effort prediction is system engineering that demands us systematically to address the data

quality and feature subset selection problems before predicting software effort. Thus the GRA based software

effort prediction method GRACE+ consists of the following three components(See Fig. 1):

1. GRA based outlier detection (OD@GRACE+). In this optional component, by identifying and removing

outliers contained in a software project data set, we prepare quality data for feature subset selection

and further for software effort prediction.

2. GRA based feature subset selection (FSS@GRACE+). In this component we use the proposed feature

subset selection method to choose the predictive features for software effort prediction purpose.
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Figure 1: The structure of GRACE+

3. GRA based effort prediction (EP@GRACE+). In this component we estimate software effort using the

proposed method with the data that have been selected by the proposed outlier detection and feature

subset selection methods.

4.1 Detecting Outliers with GRA

As all machine learning methods induce knowledge strictly from data, the quality of the knowledge extracted

is largely determined by the quality of the underlying data. This makes any single machine learning method

potentially suffer from garbage in garbage out problems. Therefore, data quality has been one of the major

concerns in the machine learning field, and quality data is a precondition for obtaining quality knowledge.

Unfortunately, almost all the real world data sets are companied by outliers. This is one factor that affects

data quality. Outlier detection can be helpful for improving data quality. We propose a GRA based outlier

detection method in the context of software effort prediction.

A software project data set is characterized by a set of features which also can be used to predict software

project effort. That is, Effort = F(Features). From this we can deduce that if the feature values of a project

are comparable to those of other projects, then the corresponding effort should be comparable to those of

other projects as well. Otherwise, the project can be an outlier in the context of software project effort

prediction. That is, an outlier is a project which with the comparable feature values but incomparable effort

with those of other projects. Thus, when searching for an outlier, the feature of software effort is taken into

account if and only if other features’ values are comparable. This makes our method quite different from the

other distance-based or those density-based general purpose outlier detection methods [28, 5] .

Suppose D = {p1, p2, . . . , pi, . . . , pn} is a software project data set, and pi = {fi(1), fi(2), . . . , fi(m), ei}

where i = {1, 2, . . . , n ∈ N} is a project. For each project pi ∈ D, fi(1), fi(2), . . . , and fi(m) are the feature

data of the project, and ei is the corresponding effort. Then D can be represented in the form of a matrix as:
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D =



f1(1) f1(2) . . . f1(m) e1

f2(1) f2(2) . . . f2(m) e2

...
...

. . .
...

...

fi(1) fi(2) . . . fi(m) ei
...

...
. . .

...
...

fn(1) fn(2) . . . fn(m) en


. (4)

When predicting software project effort with the GRA based method, we use the most influential projects,

which can be denoted as I ⊂ D, to estimate the effort of a project pi ∈ D(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}). Therefore,

according to the definition of an outlier described above, if the feature values of a project pj ∈ I(j ∈

{1, 2, . . . , n} ∧ j 6= i) are comparable to those of pi but its effort is highly distinct to that of the latter, then

pj can be an outlier for the purpose of predicting the effort of pi. Suppose for ∀pi ∈ D, a set O = ∪pj is the

candidate outlier set in which false outliers must be detected. If o1 ∈ O is one of the most influential projects

for o2 ∈ O and the mutual distance 4 between them is small enough, then o1 and o2 are false outliers and

should be removed from the candidate outlier set O. Thus O 	 ∪of 5 is the outlier set, where of is a false

outlier. The mutual distance is small enough means it is smaller than a given threshold. The threshold is set

to 2*k, where k is the number of the most influential projects. The value of k is learned from the given data

set, please refer to Section 4.3 for details.

To summarize, the GRA based outlier detection method consists of two steps: the candidate outlier

discovery and the false outlier filter. Viewing each of the n projects as a data series, the outlier detection

procedure can be described as follows:

1. The candidate outlier discovery. For a project pi ∈ D(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}), first we calculate the grey

relational grades Γ(pi 	 {ei}, pj 	 {ej}) between projects pi and each of pj(j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ∧ j 6= i);

then by sorting the n− 1 projects according to the strategy of the projects in which those with larger

grey relational grades have higher priority, we obtain the most influential projects I which consists of

the first several projects; finally, viewing each ej of project pj ∈ I as the prediction of ei of project pi,

we calculate the relative error ε of ei. If ε is greater than a given threshold θe, then the corresponding

project pj is a candidate outlier. For the relative error threshold, we let it be 0.8, but it is adjustable.

Repeat this process until all projects are covered, we obtain a candidate outlier set O.

2. The false outlier filter and final outlier set formation. For each outlier o1 ∈ O, we respectively calculate

the mutual distance do1,o2 between it and each of the other outliers o2 ∈ O 	 {o1}, the relative errors

ε1 of the project corresponding to o1 and ε2 of the project corresponding to o2. If the mutual distance

4The mutual distance between two points is defined as the sum of the rankings of the points respectively in the ranking list

of another one. For example, suppose there are four points A, B, C, and D. The distance between A and B is 3.23, between A

and C is 2.15, between A and D is 2.1; the distance between B and C is 1.56, between B and D is 4.32. For point A, the ranking

list is {D, C, B} and the ranking of B in A’s list is 3; for point B, the ranking list is {C, A, D} and the ranking of A in B’s list

is 2. Thus the mutual between A and B is 3 + 2 = 5. See [44] for details.
5The notation O 	 ∪of means set O minus set ∪of .
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Input: D – the software project data set,

θd – the mutual distance threshold,

θe – the relative error threshold.

Output: O – the outliers in the data set D.

1: O ← ∅, Of ← ∅; //O and Of are an outlier set and a false outlier set respectively

2: for each project pi ∈ D do //the candidate outlier discovery

3: compute Γ(pi 	 {ei}, pj 	 {ej}) for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} ∧ j 6= i;

4: sort the n− 1 projects according to the grey relational grades, the largest first;

5: I ← { the first θd/2 projects };//the influential projects for pi

6: for each project pj ∈ I do

7: compute the relative error ε of project pi;

8: if ε ≥ θe then O ← O ∪ pj ;

9: end for

10: end for

11: for each outlier o1 ∈ O do //the false outlier filter

12: for each outlier o2 ∈ O 	 {o1} do

13: compute the mutual distance do1,o2 ;

14: compute the relative errors ε1 of o1 and ε2 of o2;

15: if do1,o2 ≥ θd ∧ ε1 ≥ θe ∧ ε2 ≥ θe then Of ← Of ∪ {o1, o2};

16: end for

17: end for

18: O ← O 	Of ;

Table 1: The algorithmic description of the OD@GRACE+ method

do1,o2 is greater than a given threshold θd and the relative errors ε1 and ε2 are greater than a given

threshold θe, then o1 and o2 are false outliers. Up to now, we otain a temporary false outlier set

Of = Of ∪ {o1, o2} and let O = O 	 Of . Repeat this process for all the rest outliers O, finally we

obtain the false outlier set Of . Then O 	Of is the outlier set.

The algorithmic description of the method is shown in Table 1.

4.2 Selecting Feature Subset with GRA

The features are designated to characterize a set of software projects, some of them can be used to estimate

software project effort. Therefore, before predicting software effort, we should firstly decide which features

are useful for the specific prediction task. This is referred to as feature subset selection (FSS) [9, 27, 43, 19],

which is the process of identifying and removing as much irrelevant and redundant information as possible

from an original feature set for the purpose of providing better prediction accuracy.

The main FSSs can be divided into two categories: the wrapper and filter methods [29]. A wrapper method
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uses a predetermined selection algorithm to search for feature subsets, and employs a induction algorithm

to evaluate them iteratively and make the final decision. The same induction algorithm will be used to

induce the final target concept. These types of methods can obtain high induction accuracy but inherit the

limitations of the induction algorithm and are highly expensive in terms of the computational cost. A filter

method does not take into account the biases of the induction algorithms and selects feature subsets that are

independent of the induction algorithms. As measures can be devised that are algorithm specific, they may

be computed efficiently and hence can be applied to large data sets with many features. However, there is

a danger that features selected by these types of methods cannot allow an induction algorithm to reach its

maximum accuracy.

Unfortunately, both the wrapper and the filter methods have mainly been explored for classification tasks.

At the same time, for the conventional feature subset selection algorithms, the wrapper and the filter methods

tend to give poor results when the sample size is small [19]. This means they can struggle to select a feature

subset for predicting software project effort which is a continuous valued feature, and a software project data

set usually is small. Therefore, we propose a feature subset selection method FSS@GRACE+ based on GRA,

which was proposed for providing reliable results with small amount of data. Meanwhile, FSS@GRACE+ is

designed as a wrapper method, so a high prediction accuracy could be obtained. As the wrapper methods are

expensive in terms of the computational cost, so if we use this type of method to choose feature subset, more

time will be consumed. Fortunately, the smallness of a software project data set minimizes the computational

cost and makes it acceptable.

The FSS@GRACE+ method consists of two steps: the importance evaluation and the optimal feature

subset search. The former step evaluates the importance of all other features to software effort, and sorts

them according to the corresponding grey relational grades, the largest first. The result is a priority list Lf .

In the latter step, the forward selection strategy is used to select the optimal feature subset S from Lf . That

is, it begins with a feature subset S with only one feature which is the first one in Lf , and computes the

relative error εl after invoking EP@GRACE+ (see Subsection 4.3 for details); then expands S with the next

feature in Lf and computes the relative error εc; terminates if εc > εl, otherwise εl ← εc, expands S and

continues the process (see Table 2 for details).

As the optimal feature subset search step is straightforward and has been introduced, we focus only on

the first step hereafter.

From the properties of Γ (see Section 3 for details) we know that if an input series shows a higher influence

on the output than others, then the series can be considered to be more important to the output. We view the

feature data as input series and software effort as output and apply GRA to evaluate the feature importances,

the specific procedure is as follows:

1. Data series construction. Viewing each of the column vectors of matrix D as a data series, we obtain a

total of m+1 series. These series are: f(1) = {f1(1), f2(1), . . . , fn(1)}, f(2) = {f1(2), f2(2), . . . , fn(2)},

. . ., f(m) = {f1(m), f2(m), . . . , fn(m)}, and f(0) = {e1, e2, . . . , en}.

2. Grey relational grade calculation. Viewing f(0) as the reference series and f(1), f(2), . . . , f(m) as

10



Input: D – the software project data set.

Output: S – the selected feature subset.

// the importance evaluation

1: for each feature f(i) ∈ D(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}) do

2: compute the grey relational grade Γ(f(0), f(i));

3: end for

4: sort the m features according to the grey relational grades, the largest first;

5: Lf ← { the sorted m features };

// the optimal feature subset search

6: S ← Lf (1), εl ← 0, εc ← 0;

7: for each project pi ∈ D(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) do

8: invoke EP@GRACE+ with S, and compute the relative error εi for pi;

9: εl ← εl + εi;

10: end for

11: expand S with the next feature in Lf ;

12: for each project pi ∈ D(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) do

13: invoke EP@GRACE+ with S, and compute the relative error εi for pi;

14: εc ← εc + εi;

15: end for

16: if εc > εl then

17: return S 	 { the last feature in S};

18: else

19: εl ← εc, εl ← 0, goto 11;

20: end if

Table 2: The algorithmic description of the FSS@GRACE+ method

the corresponding objective series, respectively compute the grey relational grade Γ(f(0), f(i)) (i ∈

{1, 2, . . . ,m}) with Eqn. 2.

3. Feature sort. Using the Quick-sort algorithm to sort the features according to the corresponding grey

relational grades Γ(f(0), f(i))(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}), the largest first. At the same time, wofi = Γ(f(0), f(i))

will be normalized and used as the weight of feature f(i) by EP@GRACE+. The result is a priority

list Lf which will be submitted to the optimal feature subset search step.

The algorithmic description of the method is shown in Table 2.

4.3 Predicting Software Effort with GRA

GRA was originally used to measure the importance of objective series to a reference series. We view project

data as series, specifically a new project is supposed to be a reference series and other projects are regarded
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as objective series, and apply this technique here to select projects that exhibit a stronger impact on the

new project i.e. the one for which we wish to predict effort. Then we use the selected projects’ effort to

estimate that of the new project. Viewing each of the n projects as a data series, the specific effort prediction

procedure is as follows (see Table 3 for the algorithmic description):

1. Grey relational grade calculation. Viewing p1 as the reference series and p2, p3, . . . , pn as the corre-

sponding objective series, respectively compute the grey relational grade Γ(p1 	 {e1}, pi 	 {ei})(i ∈

{2, 3, . . . , n}) with Eqn. 3, where βi = wofi which is provided by FSS@GRACE+ (please see subsection

4.2 for details).

2. Project sort. Using the Quick-sort algorithm to sort the projects according to the corresponding grey

relational grades Γ(p1 	 {e1}, pi 	 {ei})(i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}), the largest first. The result is a priority list

Lp, some of them will be used to predict the effort of the new project p1.

3. Effort prediction. Aggregate the effort of the first k projects in Lp with the corresponding weight as

the prediction of project p1. Specifically, it is defined as follows:

Ê(p1) =

k∑
i=1

wi × E(pi), (5)

where E(pi) is the effort of the ith most influential project pi, wi = Γ(p1	{e1},pi	{ei})∑k

j=1
Γ(p1	{e1},pj	{ej})

is the

normalized contribution of project pi to project p1, and Γ(p1 	 {e1}, ph 	 {eh})(h ∈ {i, j}) is the grey

relational grade between p1 and ph.

However, in this procedure, there is an outstanding problem, i.e. the selection of the grey relational grade

computation method g, the grey distinguishing coefficient ζ, and the number of the most influential projects

k. Since our purpose is predicting software effort from small data sets, we preset K = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. For each

method g and each k ∈ K, we learn ζ from the objective series – the projects excluding the new project.

Specifically, by changing ζ from 0 exclusive to 1 with a predefined increment of δ, we predict effort for each

of the projects in the objective series using method g with the pair of (k, ζ). By analyzing the relationship

between the relative errors and these two parameters, we obtain the optimal g, k and ζ which are finally used

to predict software effort.

The algorithmic description of the method is shown in Table 4.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Data sources

Different researchers usually use different data sets to test their methods which makes it hard to compare

their results. In order to compare our results with other researchers’ results, and allow other researchers to

confirm our results, we used five publicly available data sets as our data source. Most of these data sets

have been used by more than one researcher to evaluate software cost estimation models. For example,
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Input: D – the software project data set,

k – the number of the most influential projects,

ζ – the grey distinguishing coefficient,

g – the grey relational grade computation method.

Output: E – the effort of a new project.

Function EP(D, k, ζ, g, E)

1: for each project pi ∈ D(i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}) do

2: if g is not Wu’s method then

3: compute the grey relational grade Γ(p1 	 {e1}, pi 	 {ei}) using the g method with ζ ;

4: else

5: compute the grey relational grade Γ(p1 	 {e1}, pi 	 {ei}) ;

6: end if

7: end for

8: sort the n-1 projects according to the grey relational grades, the largest first;

9: Lp ← { the first k projects };

10: return E ← { the result of Eqn. 5 };

Table 3: The algorithmic description of the Function EP of the EP@GRACE+ method

COCOMO81 is the data set that was used by Boehm [3] to build the COCOMO model and also was used

by Briand et al. [6], Srinivasan and Fisher [46], and Samson et al. [41] to compare different effort prediction

methods; the Kemerer data set was coded by Kemerer [26] using the same attributes as Boehm and later was

used by Briand et al. [6], Srinivasan and Fisher [46], and Shepperd and Schofield [42]; the Albrecht data set

actually is the IBM DP Services data but was first used by Albrecht and Gaffney [1] and was also used by

Shepperd and Schofield [42] to validate software size and effort estimation methods.

Tables 5 and 6 summarize these data sets from different points of view. These tables show that application

domains range from business, science, and technology to system software. The project size ranges from 1.98

KSLOC to 1150 KSLOC (or from 62 FPs to 1116 FPs), the project effort ranges from 0.5 person months to

11400 person months (or from 546 person hours to 23940 person hours), and the number of projects ranges

from 15 to 77. Therefore, the data sets are quite diverse.

To summarize, in order to avoid the results are obtained is due to any kind of characteristic or peculiarity

of data sets, 1) the data sets we used are quite diverse in terms of project size, project effort, and the number

of projects; 2) the data sets are publicly available and most of them have been used by more than one

researcher to evaluate software cost estimation models.
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Input: D – the software project data set,

δ – the increment of grey distinguishing coefficient.

Output: E – the effort of a new project.

// learning k and ζ from historical data

1: Le ← ∅; // a 3-dimension array which is used to store the relative errors

2: for each method g do

3: for each k ∈ K do

4: if g is Wu’s method then go to 6;

5: for each ζ ∈ (0, 1] with an increment of δ do

6: for each historical project pi ∈ D do

7: invoke EP(D, k, ζ, g, E0);

8: compute the relative error e0 of ei according to E0;

9: e← e+ e0 ;

10: end for

11: Le ← Le ∪ {e} ;

12: if g is Wu’s method then go to 14;

13: end for

14: end for

15: end for

16: search for the optimal g0, k0, and ζ0 from Le according to e;

17: invoke EP(D, k0, ζ0, g0, E0);

18: E ← E0;

Table 4: The algorithmic description of the EP@GRACE+ method
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Name Projects Features Description Source

Albrecht 19 8 (Language, IN, OUT, FILE, INQ,

FP, WorkHours)

IBM DP Services

projects

[1]

COCOMONASA 60 17 ( rely, data, cplx, time, stor, virt,

turn, acap, aexp, pcap, vexp, lexp,

modp, tool, sced, ksloc, actual effort)

Aerospace applications

from 1980s to 1990s

[34]

COCOMO81 63 17 (rely, data, cplx, time, stor, virt,

turn, acap, aexp, pcap, vexp, lexp,

modp, tool, sced, ksloc, actual effort)

Business, scientific,

and system software

projects

[3]

Desharnais 77 8 (Team Exp., Manager Exp., Length,

Transactions, Entities, Points non

ajust., Language, Effort )

Canadian software

house, commercial

projects

[13]

Kemerer 15 17 (rely, data, cplx, time, stor, virt,

turn, acap, aexp, pcap, vexp, lexp,

modp, tool, sced, ksloc, actual effort)

Large business applica-

tions

[26]

Table 5: Data sets used in the experiments

Dataset Size (KSLOC/FP) Effort (PM/PH)

Albrecht Mean = 61.08, Mean = 21.88,

Min = 3, Max = 318 Min = 0.5, Max = 105.2

COCOMONASA Mean = 74.59 Mean = 406.41,

Min = 2.2, Max = 423 Min = 8.4, Max = 3240

COCOMO81 Mean = 77.21, Mean = 683.32,

Min = 1.98, Max = 1150 Min = 5.9, Max = 11400

Desharnais Mean = 282.39 FPs, Mean = 4833.91 PHs,

Min = 62 FPs, Max = 1116 FPs Min = 546 PHs, Max = 23940 PHs

Kemerer Mean = 184.37, Mean = 219.25,

Min = 39, Max = 450 Min = 23.2, Max = 1107.31

Table 6: Descriptive statistics for project size and effort
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5.2 Experimental method

5.2.1 Validation method

In practice, software project data sets are frequently small. The holdout method makes inefficient use of

the data, because generally a third of the data set is hidden from the prediction method. In order to more

efficiently use data and cover all projects, we used the jack knife methodology to validate the proposed

GRACE+ method. Specifically, for each of the n projects of a given data set, we predicted its effort with

(k, ζ) which were learned from the remaining n− 1 projects. The evaluation measures defined in subsection

5.2.2 are then computed over the n predictions.

For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the proposed GRACE+ method, we compared it with

both the stepwise regression method (SWR) and the Analogy method [42]. For SWR, the prediction models

were generated using the entire data set. This means the results are likely to be slightly biased in favor of

the regression models. For Analogy, we let k = 2 6, and an exhaustive feature subset search method was

used. This means Analogy can obtain its optimum prediction accuracy.

In addition, we also compared our results with NW GRA [16], LW GRA [16], ANN [41, 18], CART [46, 18],

GRA [18], and GP [10] methods where the corresponding results and evaluation procedure are comparable.

Here, the comparable means that the data sets, the validation method and the evaluation criteria are the

same.

5.2.2 Evaluation criteria

A common criterion for evaluating software effort prediction methods is the Magnitude of Relative Error

(MRE ). For a project i whose effort is predicted, the corresponding MRE i is defined as follows:

MREi =
|Ei − Êi|
Ei

× 100, (6)

where Êi is the prediction of effort Ei.

By averaging MRE i over multiple projects n, M ean MRE (MMRE ) is obtained:

MMRE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

MREi. (7)

As MMRE is sensitive to individual predictions with excessively large MRE s, we also use the median of

MRE s for the n projects (MdMRE), which is less sensitive to extreme values, as another measure.

For both MMRE and MdMRE, a higher score means worse prediction accuracy.

When using MRE as a measure of prediction accuracy, we suppose the error is proportional to the size

of the project. Thus, PRED(l) is usually used as a complementary criterion. This is defined as follows:

PRED(l) =
k

n
× 100 (8)

6We used the two analogies (k=2) since Kadoda et al. [24] suggested this to perform consistently better than higher values

of k for this particular problem domain.
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Reduced Number of

Data Set Features (%) Projects (%)

Albrecht 5 (62.5%) 1 (5.3%)

COCOMONASA 8 (47.1%) 2 (3.3%)

COCOMO81 3 (17.7%) 1 (1.6%)

Desharnais 2 (25.0%) 2 (2.6%)

Kemerer 8 (47.1%) 1 (6.7%)

Table 7: The reduced numbers of features and projects for the five data sets

where k is the number of projects in which MRE i ≤ l%, and n is the number of all predictions. Unlike both

MMRE and MdMRE, for PRED(l), a higher score implies better prediction accuracy.

5.3 Experiments and Results

In the experiments, we have made the following three investigations:

1. Investigation 1 aims to find out outliers and to choose optimal feature subset from the given data sets

for the prediction, both outlier detection and feature subset selection are wrapper methods, and the

wrapper method itself measures the MRE and MMRE implicitly, so only the number of reduced features

and the number of outliers are presented.

2. Investigation 2 further explores the effectiveness of the outlier detection and feature subset selection

methods. In order to provide readers a concise result, and the MMRE is the most widely used evaluation

criterion, so only the values of MMRE are presented.

3. In Investigation 3, we intended to thoroughly evaluate the methods. So every possible combinations

of with/without feature subset selection, with/without outlier detection for all the three methods with

the five data sets are considered, and all the results including predicted efforts, the values of MRE,

MMRE and PRED are presented.

5.3.1 Investigation 1

In this experiment, we intended to provide quality data for software effort prediction by means of removing

outliers and choosing predictive feature subset.

For this purpose, the proposed outlier detection method OD@GRACE+ and the proposed feature subset

selection method FSS@GRACE+ have been applied to each of the five data sets respectively. Table 7 contains

the results. Table 7 shows that both features and projects have been reduced, and the extent of the reduction

of features are much greater than those of projects. This is what we desired, as outliers always are extremely

smaller than normal data. This means OD@GRACE+ and FSS@GRACE+ can efficiently detect outliers and

reduce the number of features. The effectivenesses of these two methods will be justified in Investigation 2 –

the next subsection.
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without FSS with FSS Mean

without OD 77.7 54.7 66.2

with OD 31.9 26.1 29.0

Mean 54.8 40.4

Table 8: MMRE (%) for GRACE+ with the Albrecht data set

5.3.2 Investigation 2

In this experiment, we intended to answer the following questions:

1. Does the proposed outlier detection method OD@GRACE+ improve the performance of the proposed

effort prediction method EP@GRACE+?

2. Does the proposed feature subset selection method FSS@GRACE+ improve the performance of the

proposed effort prediction method EP@GRACE+?

3. Does the combining use of the outlier detection method OD@GRACE+ and the feature subset selection

method FSS@GRACE+ more greatly improve the performance of the proposed effort prediction method

EP@GRACE+?

For these purposes, for each of the five data sets, EP@GRACE+ has been applied to the four types of the

induced data sets: an original data set, a data set only with feature subset selection, a data set only with

outlier detection, and a data set with both outlier detection and feature subset selection. Tables 8, 9, 10,

11, and 12 contain the results in terms of MMRE for the five data sets respectively. For each table, the last

row contains the mean of MMRE s without/with feature subset selection regardless of the adoption of outlier

detection respectively, while the last column holds the mean of MMRE s without/with outlier detection

whether the feature subset selection was performed or not individually. These tables provide us a whole

picture of whether the feature subset selection method or the outlier detection method is able to improve the

software effort prediction accuracy. From them we observe that the consistent results are obtained. That is

for each data set, MMRE s of the induced data sets with outlier detection are smaller than those of without

for both with or without feature subset selection, which reveals that the proposed outlier detection method

OD@GRACE+ improved the performance of the proposed effort prediction method EP@GRACE+ at least

for the five data sets; MMRE s of the induced data sets with feature subset selection are smaller than those

without for both with or without outlier detection, which reveals that the feature subset selection method

FSS@GRACE+ improved the performance of the proposed effort prediction method EP@GRACE+ at least

for the five data sets; MMRE of the induced data set with both outlier detection and feature subset selection

is much smaller than those with only outlier detection or feature subset selection and without both of them,

which reveals that combining use of the outlier detection method OD@GRACE+ and the feature subset

selection method greatly improved the prediction accuracy at least for the five data sets.
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without FSS with FSS Mean

without OD 33.7 25.3 29.5

with OD 31.7 24.2 27.95

Mean 32.7 24.75

Table 9: MMRE (%) for GRACE+ with the COCOMONASA data set

without FSS with FSS Mean

without OD 63.8 55.2 59.5

with OD 60.0 49.8 54.9

Mean 61.9 52.5

Table 10: MMRE (%) for GRACE+ with the COCOMO81 data set

without FSS with FSS Mean

without OD 55.1 44.4 49.75

with OD 44.7 41.4 43.05

Mean 49.9 42.9

Table 11: MMRE (%) for GRACE+ with the Desharnais data set

without FSS with FSS Mean

without OD 51.6 44.0 47.8

with OD 46.1 19.6 32.85

Mean 48.85 31.8

Table 12: MMRE (%) for GRACE+ with the Kemerer data set
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5.3.3 Investigation 3

In this experiment, we intended to answer the following questions:

1. Does the proposed effort prediction method GRACE+ outperform SWR?

2. Does the proposed effort prediction method GRACE+ outperform Analogy?

3. Does the proposed outlier detection method OD@GRACE+ improve the performance of both SWR

and Analogy?

For these purposes, for each of the five data sets, GRACE+, SWR, and Analogy respectively have been

applied to the two types of the induced data sets: a data set with outlier detection and another without. We

present both the detailed and summarized results.

Figs. 7 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are the scatter plots, which provide us a whole picture of the real software

project efforts, the predicted efforts, and the relationships between them, of the respective methods with the

five data sets. From these figures we observe a common pattern that is for all the three methods, there is a

positive correlation between the real software efforts and the predicted results. This reveals that small values

of the predicted effort correspond to small values of the real software effort, large values of the predicted

effort correspond to large values of the real software effort, and this is what we desired. At the same time,

we also observe that for each of the three methods, the scatters are different; specifically, in 8 out of 10 cases,

the scatters of GRACE+ are smaller than both of the other two methods. This reveals that the prediction

accuracies of the different methods are different, and GRACE+ is more accurate than the other two methods

in 8 out of 10 cases.

More importantly, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 also reveal a statistical condition referred to as heteroscedasticity,

which is non-constant variation in the predicted results over the values of the real software effort. We observe

that small values of the real software effort yield small scatter in the predictions while large values of the real

software effort result in large scatter in predictions. It seems that it is harder to precisely predict the effort of

a large software project than that of a small one. Fortunately, we also observe that the heteroscedasticity of

GRACE+ is weaker than or equal to those of the other two methods. This means generally GRACE+ gives

better predictions regardless of the size of a software project.

Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 contain the detailed prediction results of the respective methods with the five

data sets in terms of boxplots of MRE.

The boxplot is a type of graph that is used to show the shape of a distribution, its central value, and

variability. We used boxplots to explore the spreads of the magnitude of relative error (MRE ) of prediction

accuracy for GRACE+, SWR, and Analogy with the Albrecht, COCOMONASA, COCOMO81, Kemerer,

and Desharnais data sets respectively.

Fig. 7 contains the results for the three methods with the Albrecht data set. From it we observe that

before removing outliers: 1) GRACE+ has the smallest lower and upper whiskers, which means both the

best and the worst prediction results of GRACE+ are more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR, also

7Where MethodName+ means using the MethodName method with outlier detection otherwise without.
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Figure 2: The predicted vs. real software effort for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the Albrecht data set

Figure 3: The predicted vs. real software effort for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the COCOMONASA

data set
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Figure 4: The predicted vs. real software effort for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the COCOMO81

data set

Figure 5: The predicted vs. real software effort for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the Kemerer data set
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Figure 6: The predicted vs. real software effort for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the Desharnais data

set

indicates reduced variability of MRE s; 2) GRACE+ has the smallest upper quartile, which reveals that at

least 75% the predictions of GRACE+ are more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR. We also observe

that after removing outliers: 1) GRACE+ has the smallest lower and upper whiskers, which means both the

best and the worst prediction results of GRACE+ are more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR, also

indicates reduced variability of MRE s; 2) The upper quartile of GRACE+ is much smaller than that of SWR

but greater than that of Analogy, which reveals that at least 75% the predictions of GRACE+ are much

more accurate than that of SWR but less accruate than that of Analogy. Comparing the results with and

without outlier detection, we found that the proposed outlier detection method has improved the results of

both GARCE and Analogy, but just reduced the median of SWR.

Fig. 8 contains the results for the three methods with the COCOMONASA data set. From it we observe

that before removing outliers: 1) The upper whiskers of GRACE+ and Analogy are much smaller than that

of SWR, which means the worst prediction results of GRACE+ and Analogy are more accurate than that

of SWR, also indicates reduced variability of MRE s for both GRACE+ and Analogy; 2) GRACE+ has the

smallest upper quartile, which reveals that at least 75% the predictions of GRACE+ are more accurate than

those of Analogy and SWR; 3) GRACE+ has only one outlier and has no extreme. We also observe that after

removing outliers: 1) GRACE+ has the smallest upper whisker, which means the worst prediction result of

GRACE+ is more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR, also indicates reduced variability of MRE s; 2)

GRACE+ has the smallest upper quartile, which reveals that at least 75% the predictions of GRACE+ are

more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR; 3) GRACE+ has only one outlier and others either have

outliers or outliers and extremes. Comparing the results with and without outlier detection, we found that

for GRACE+, the only outlier’s value has been greatly reduced; for Analogy, the extreme has been removed;

for SWR, one extreme and severial outliers have been removed. This indicates that the proposed outlier

detection method has improved the results of all the three methods.
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Fig. 98 contains the results for the three methods with the COCOMO81 data set. From it we observe

that both before and after removing outliers: 1) GRACE+ has the smallest upper whisker, which means the

worst prediction result of GRACE+ is much more accurate than those of SWR and Analogy, also means

reduced variability of MRE s; 2) GRACE+ has the smallest upper quartile, which reveals that at least 75%

the predictions of GRACE+ are more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR; 3) before removing outliers,

GRACE+ has only one extreme value and this is much smaller than those of Analogy and SWR; after

removing outliers, GRACE+ has no extreme value unlike Analogy or SWR. Comparing the results with and

without outlier detection, we find that for GRACE+, the range of MRE s has beed greatly reduced and

the only extreme has been removed; for Analogy, there is no obvious changes to the results; for SWR, the

range of MRE s has been extended. This indicates that the proposed outlier detection method works well for

GRACE+.

Fig. 10 contains the results for the three methods with the Kemerer data set. From it we observe that

both before and after removing outliers: 1) GRACE+ has the smallest upper whisker, which means the

worst prediction result of GRACE+ is much more accurate than those of SWR and Analogy, also means

reduced variability of MRE s; 2) GRACE+ has the smallest upper quartile, which reveals that at least 75%

the predictions of GRACE+ are more accurate than those of Analogy and SWR; 3) after removing outliers,

the box of GRACE+ overlays the lower whisker. This reveals that the data are probably skewed towards the

lower end of the scale, and also means more accurate results. Comparing the results with and without outlier

detection, we find that for all three methods, the ranges of MRE s and the upper quartiles have been greatly

reduced, there are still outlier(s) or extreme(s) but the corresponding values have been greatly reduced. This

indicates that the proposed outlier detection method works well for all three methods.

Fig. 11 contains the results for the three methods with the Desharnais data set. From it we observe

that both before and after removing outliers: 1) Analogy has the smallest upper whisker, which means

the worst prediction result of Analogy is more accurate than those of SWR and GRACE+, also means

reduced variability of MRE s; 2) Analogy has the smallest upper quartile, which reveals that at least 75% the

predictions of Analogy are more accurate than those of GRACE+ and SWR; 3) Grace’s range of non-outlier

MRE s is between those of Analogy and SWR but it has the smallest median which means that at least half

of the predictions of GRACE+ are more accurate than other methods; 4) similar sized boxes mean similar

variability of the non-outlier MRE s; 5) Analogy has the biggest median, which means that at least half of its

predictions are less accurate than other methods. Comparing the results with and without outlier detection,

we find that for both GRACE+ and SWR, the number of outliers has been reduced; for SWR, the range of

the non-outlier MRE s has been reduced. This indicates that the proposed outlier detection method works

well for all three methods.

To summarize, the boxplots of MRE s of prediction accuracy for GRACE+, Analogy and SWR with five

data sets show GRACE+ outperformed both Analogy and SWR for 4 out of 5 data sets.

8The scale has been truncated so the even worse outliers for SWR are not visible.
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Figure 7: MRE (%) for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the Albrecht data set

Figure 8: MRE (%) for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the COCOMONASA data set

Figure 9: MRE (%) for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the COCOMO81 data set
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Figure 10: MRE (%) for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the Kemerer data set

Figure 11: MRE (%) for GRACE+, Analogy, and SWR with the Desharnais data set

Tables 13, 14, and 15 contain the summarized prediction results of respective methods with the five data

sets in terms of MMRE, MdMRE, and PRED(25) respectively.

Table 13 contains the MMRE s for the three methods with the five data sets. From it we observe that

for the three methods with and without outlier detection, the MMRE s of GRACE+ are much smaller than

those of SWR for all five data sets, and also smaller than those of Analogy except for the Desharnais data

set. We also observe that for all three methods, the MMRE s with the proposed outlier detection method are

smaller than those without except for Analogy in which it is 0.6% greater with the COCOMONASA data

set. This reveals that in terms of MMRE, the answers to the questions are positive. That is, GRACE+ tends

to allow more accurate predictions – in terms of MMRE – than both SWR and Analogy; at the same time,

OD@GRACE+ improved prediction accuracy for all three methods at least with the five data sets.

Table 14 contains the MdMRE s for the three methods with the five data sets. From it we observe that: 1)

for the three methods without outlier detection, the MdMRE s of GRACE+ are smaller than those of SWR

and Analogy for all five data sets; 2) for the three methods with outlier detection, the MdMRE s of GRACE+

are smaller than those of Analogy except for 1.2% greater with the Albrecht data set and those of SWR

except 1.1% and 0.4% greater with the Albrecht data set and the Desharnais data set respectively; 3) for

all three methods, the MdMRE s with the proposed outlier detection method are smaller than those without

except for Analogy with the Kemerer data set which is 2.5% greater. This reveals that in terms of MdMRE,

the answers to the questions are positive. That is, GRACE+ tends to allow more accurate predicions – in
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MMRE(%) of

Data Set GRACE+ SWR Analogy

Albrecht without OD 54.7 132.2 61.8

with OD 26.1 54.1 26.6

COCOMONASA without OD 25.3 102.6 28.3

with OD 24.2 91.4 28.9

COCOMO81 without OD 55.2 1540.8 97.4

with OD 49.8 1503.2 96.6

Desharnais without OD 44.4 51.3 39.4

with OD 41.4 46.5 39.0

Kemerer without OD 44.0 102.6 54.2

with OD 19.6 58.5 29.2

Table 13: MMRE (%) for GRACE+, SWR, and Analogy with different data sets

terms of MdMRE – than both SWR and Analogy and OD@GRACE+ tends to improve predcition accuracy

for all three methods.

Table 15 contains the PRED(25)s for the three methods with the five data sets. From it we observe that

PRED(25) values are more mixed. This may in part be due to the arbitrary effect of setting the threshold to

25%9. Specifically, 1) the GRACE+’s PRED(25)s are greater than those of SWR except for the Albrecht data

set which was equal to the latter with outliter detection and 5.3% smaller without outlier detection; 2) the

GRACE+’s PRED(25)s are greater than those of Analogy for 3 out of 5 data sets for both with and without

outlier detection; 3) for GRACE+, the PRED(25)s with outlier detection are greater than those of without

for 3 out of 5 data sets and 0.8% and 0.2% smaller for other two data sets; for both SWR and Analogy,

the PRED(25)s with outlier detection are greater than those of without for three out of five data sets. This

reveals that GRACE+ generally outperformed Analogy and SWR and the proposed outlier detection method

improved PRED(25) for the three methods with the majority of data sets we used.

For the purpose of more formally determining whether the accuracy improvements of GRACE+ are

statistical significant compared with SWR and Analogy, we used the Wilcoxon test to compare sample

medians of the corresponding accuracies. For all the tests, the null hypotheses are that there is no difference

with (α = 0.05). We have alternate hypotheses as follows:

• GRACE+ is more accurate than both SWR and Analogy with the Albrecht data set with/without

outlier detection;

• GRACE+ is more accurate than both SWR and Analogy with the COCOMONASA data set with/without

outlier detection;

9The reason PRED(25) is used is because it is widely used by many researchers (e.g., Shepperd and Schofield [42], Jeffery et

al. [20], Boetticher [4], Wittig and Finnie [53], Saliu et al. [40], Walkerden and Jeffery [48], etc.), so using this value can make

us directly compare our results with the published results.
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MdMRE(%) of

Data Set GRACE+ SWR Analogy

Albrecht without OD 26.7 34.8 27.9

with OD 24.2 23.1 23.0

COCOMONASA without OD 18.1 50.0 20.2

with OD 17.0 49.8 20.2

COCOMO81 without OD 55.6 445.1 59.8

with OD 55.2 402.5 58.6

Desharnais without OD 29.8 31.2 38.0

with OD 29.2 28.8 36.8

Kemerer without OD 23.2 59.7 26.1

with OD 13.8 47.9 28.6

Table 14: MdMRE (%) for GRACE+, SWR, and Analogy with different data sets

PRED(25)(%) of

Data Set GRACE+ SWR Analogy

Albrecht without OD 42.1 47.4 47.4

with OD 50.0 50.0 55.6

COCOMONASA without OD 58.3 35.0 65.0

with OD 60.3 34.5 63.8

COCOMO81 without OD 30.2 7.9 22.6

with OD 29.0 8.1 22.2

Desharnais without OD 45.5 39.0 31.2

with OD 45.3 41.9 35.1

Kemerer without OD 53.3 33.3 46.7

with OD 78.6 28.6 50.0

Table 15: PRED(25)(%) for GRACE+, SWR, and Analogy with different data sets
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p Value of MREs

Data Set Ha: GRACE+ < SWR Ha: GRACE+ < Analogy

Albrecht without OD 0.0465 0.0474

with OD 0.0311 0.4262

COCOMONASA without OD 0.0001 0.0486

with OD 0.0001 0.0467

COCOMO81 without OD 0.0001 0.0264

with OD 0.0001 0.0183

Kemerer without OD 0.0289 0.0235

with OD 0.0466 0.0460

Data Set Ha: GRACE+ < SWR Ha: GRACE+ > Analogy

Desharnais without OD 0.0389 0.1724

with OD 0.0235 0.2882

Table 16: p value for GRACE+, SWR, and Analogy with different data sets

• GRACE+ is more accurate than both SWR and Analogy with the COCOMO81 data set with/without

outlier detection;

• GRACE+ is more accurate than both SWR and Analogy with the Kemerer data set with/without

outlier detection;

• GRACE+ is more accurate than SWR with the Desharnais data set with/without outlier detection;

• Analogy is more accurate than GRACE+ with the Desharnais data set with/without outlier detection.

Table 16 contains the results of the Wilcoxon test. From the table we observe that all the hypotheses

are accepted except for “GRACE+ is more accurate than Analogy with the Albrecht data set with outlier

detection” and “Analogy is more accurate than GRACE+ with the Desharnais data set with/without outlier

detection” are rejected. This reveals: 1) in 4 out of 5 data sets, the accuracy improvements of GRACE+

with/without outlier detection are statistically significant except for the Albrecht data set with outlier detec-

tion; 2) the accuracy improvements of Analogy with the Desharnais data set with/without outlier detection

are not statistically significant.

On the other hand, the use of the same data set and the same experimental method allow us to compare

GRACE+ with NW GRA [16], LW GRA [16], ANN [41, 18], CART [46, 18], GRA [18], and GP [10] methods.

Table 17 contains the published results of MMRE. It shows that GRA based methods, GRACE+, NW

GRA, LW GRA, and GRA, all outperform others with all the four data sets. Of the GRA based methods,

compared with NW GRA, the MMRE has been improved by GRACE+ by 37% and 69.8% respectively

with the COCOMO81 data set and the Kemerer data set; Compared with LW GRA, the MMRE has been

improved by GRACE+ by 18.4% and 66.4% respectively with the COCOMO81 data set and the Kemerer
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MMRE(%) of

Data Set GRACE+ NW GRA LW GRA ANN CART GRA GP

[16] [16] [41, 18] [46, 18, 6] [18] [10]

Albrecht 26.1 N.A. N.A. 86 76 31 N.A.

COCOMO81 49.8 79 61 143 125 69 N.A.

Desharnais 41.4 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 44.55

Kemerer 19.6 65 58.3 70 364,94 N.A. N.A.

Table 17: Comparison of MMRE s with published results

PRED(25)(%) of

Data Set GRACE+ NW GRA LW GRA ANN CART GRA GP

[16] [16] [41, 18] [46, 18] [18] [10]

Albrecht 50 N.A. N.A. 21 26 48 N.A.

COCOMO81 29 14.2 25.3 11 25 38 N.A.

Desharnais 45.3 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 23.3

Kemerer 78.6 20 33.3 20 20 N.A. N.A.

Table 18: Comparison of PRED(25)s with published results

data set; Compared with GRA, the MMRE has been improved by GRACE+ by 15.8% and 27.8% respectively

with the Albreht data set and the COCOMO81 data set.

Table 18 contains the published results of PRED(25). It shows that GRA based methods, GRACE+, NW

GRA, LW GRA, and GRA, all outperform others with all the four data sets. Of the GRA based methods,

compared with NW GRA, the PRED(25) has been improved by GRACE+ by 104.2% and 293% respectively

with the COCOMO81 data set and the Kemerer data set; Compared with LW GRA, the PRED(25) has been

improved by GRACE+ by 14.6% and 136% respectively with the COCOMO81 data set and the Kemerer

data set; Compared with GRA, the MMRE has been improved by GRACE+ by -4.2% and 23.7% respectively

with the Albreht data set and the COCOMO81 data set.

To summarize, generally, GRACE+ is more accurate than the other compared methods at least for the

given data sets excepting a 4.2% PRED(25) smaller than the GRA method with the Albreht data set.

On other hand, the proposed outlier detection method improved the performance of GRACE+, SWR and

Analogy.

5.3.4 Discussion

The empirical results show that the proposed GRACE+ method leads to more accurate effort estimates than

the competing approaches, such as Analogy and SWR. Actually, the same conclusion can be obtained from

the following analyses: 1) GRACE+ uses L1 norm metric to compute the distances among different projects

while other methods, such as Analogy and SWR, employ L2 norm metric that is sensitive to outliers [25].
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Thus, GRACE+ is more suitable for the data sets with outliers; 2) Further, GRACE+ uses a unified L1 norm

to compute the distances among any types of features, while Analogy employs L2 norm when computing

distances among continuous features and uses Hamming distance (one kind of L1 norm) for nominal features.

Compared to an inconsistent way to compute distance, a unified distance metrics is more reasonable and

favorable. Moreover, software project data sets always contain both continuous and nominal features. Thus,

GRACE+ is more appropriate to deal with software project data; 3) GRACE+ is based on GRA that was

designed to utilize only a few known data to establish an analysis model [12], while Analogy is a kind of

k-NN method that requires large data sets [35]. Meanwhile, smallness is one of the major characteristics of

the software project data sets [38]. This makes k-NN is not best for software project data; 4) GRACE+ is

based on GRA that has no any data distribution requirement, while machine learning methods assume that

data come from a multivariate normal distribution, which may not be the case for software project data.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach of using Grey Relational Analysis of Grey System Theory

to address outlier detection, feature subset selection and software effort prediction at an early stage of a

software development process.

Using five publicly available data sets, we have compared the proposed method with prediction models

based on stepwise regression and Analogy, and when available, also with NW GRA [16], LW GRA [16],

ANN [41, 18], CART [46, 18], GRA [18], and GP [10] methods. The results show that the proposed method

outperformed 1) stepwise regression and Analogy in terms of MMRE, MdMRE, and PRED(25) for the

majority (4 out of 5) of data sets we used; 2) other methods in terms of MMRE and PRED(25) excepting

for a 4.2% PRED(25) smaller than GRA with one data set. The results also show that the proposed outlier

detection method can not only improve the performance of the proposed effort prediction method but also the

performance of SWR and Analogy. This is very encouraging and indicates that the method has considerable

potential.
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